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NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK (NAB) 
FY16 result: a good outcome

RESULTS FY15 FY16 CHANGE CONSENSUS 
BELL POTTER 

ESTIMATES COMMENTS 

Cash net profit 
($m) 

6222 6483 4.2% 6385 6419  

Rep Net Profit 
($m) 

6338 352 (94.4%) 680 237 impacted by the CYBG demerger in 
1H16 and $1.2-1.3bn loss on 80% 
sale of MLC Life in 2H16; 

Net Interest 
Margin (%) 

1.90% 1.88% (2 bps) 1.91% 1.91%  

Cash Return on 
Equity (%) 

15.5% 14.3% (130 
bps) 

13.8% 14.2%

Final Dividend 
(cents) 

99.0 99.0 steady 95.0 99.0 Fully franked. Full year dividend 
198.0 cps. ex 4 Nov, Pay 13 Dec 

 Cash EPS 245cps (BP 243cps, consensus 242cps)

 Cost to income ratio 41% (BP 43%, consensus 43%); and CET1 capital ratio 9.8% (BP 9.4%, consensus 9.4%).

 Bad and doubtful debt (BDD) charge $800m/15bp (BP $857m/16bp, consensus $871m/16bp);

 This is a quality result with the de-risking now complete.  Cash NPAT broadly in line with our numbers (but ahead of consensus by 1-

2%) with lower NIE (by -$198m) including 3bp lower NIM (impacted by funding costs and markets) and stable other income (by

+$20m) offset by better cost (by -$144m) and BDD outcomes (by -$57m).  Asset quality sound (better outcome in 2H16) and in the

process of normalising to the through-the-cycle range of 20-30bp.  Australian Bank remains the star performer especially in business

banking.  CET1 capital ratio strong at 9.8%, above the 8.75-9.25% range.

Outlook: As expected, 99cps final dividend was maintained although the bank noted this “reflects current circumstances” – we take this to 
mean the 2016 cash earnings profile that will change in 2017 with the removal of 80% of MLC Life earnings.  However, NAB still retains 
surplus franking credits of $548m.  Overall a good outcome for NAB. 

Today’s share price reaction: N/A- market opens 10.00 am (Previous close $27.46)  

Recommendation: The analyst currently has a Hold recommendation. 
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